Vikings Win Midwest Cage Crown

Ray Hamann Directs Cage Team to Top
Victors Battle Way to Victory With Superb Playing of Whole Team

In All-College Play

Ted Cloak has begun rehearsals with full cast for "Village Green" by Jeremiah. A young artist whose nephew, Herbert Carter, played by Republican party. Henry Ames, his ed husband of Harmony. A 1 Zupek te r Godkins, the slightly hen-pecked by John Myers is the leader of the Reverend Arthur McKnight played is the village police force. George.

Cape Cod—Haines and Foote to Play Leading Roles
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Students, Here is an Opportunity
To Give Your Blood to the War Effort

Shifting to measles blitz
Of Rommel and Eisenhower as this
Students, Here is a chance to do something for the war effort. The epidemic has lent an element of danger to the campus. The armed forces need blood. How about it? Help bring that number a lot higher.

The IFC

The IFC has in the field of drama includes the National College Players, the Royce Players, and the Social Order, which were organized in the fall of 1941, in order to provide students with an opportunity to have fun and to engage in extra-curricular activity.

The Lawrentian has been the student newspaper of Lawrence College since 1880. It is published weekly during the school year and biweekly during the summer. The Lawrentian is the official organ of the Student Government Association and is the voice of the student body.

The Lawrentian is a member of the Association of College Publishers and the College Public Relations Council.

The Lawrentian is published by the Post Publishing Company, Appleton, Wisconsin.

Subscription rates are $1.50 per year, $75 per semester.
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A column appearing in the Lawrentian that provides up-to-date news on student life. Even though she sometimes called by her first name, these two words can mean much to those who know her.

Miss K., almost perform ed a strip dance, during rehearsal of this last role, that she has been keeping off the stage for some time. Her attitude is difficult to confuse.

Miss Campbell's conclusion was that "the intellectual viewpoints of which Miss Peterson speaks, (are), 'in all probability for more extreme in the society and the intellectual gift of the lower-class students.'"

The plan for this dance is under the direction of a committee consisting of Miss Peterson, Dr. Dinges, and Dr. Shurtleff, who will also be responsible for the entertainment. The play for the evening is to be done by the students. The plot of the play is to be performed in the library, with a few books, and the audience is to be invited to participate in the experience.

The orchestra has not been announced as yet.

Coming Convocations

The first for the boys, to be given in the memorial hall on Tuesday, February 23, at 8:00 P.M. The convocation will be for girls, to be given in the same hall on Thursday, February 25, at 8:00 P.M.

The convocations will be given to discuss the basketball championship.

They're Here!

The New JIVE SUITS for Spring

The Suits With the Extra Long Jacket

Heavenly Pastel Shades in 100%

Select Yours Now

A Small Deposit Will Hold It Until Wanted

GRACE'S APPAREL SHOP

104 N. Outa St.

For Fine Jewelry

See

M ARJEX JEWELRY

Phone 1850

212 College Ave.

Field
BY PAUL MAAZERWELL

F.Green is off to the championship Viking cagers for a nifty season in
against some top-notch opposition, Hafs off to, to Ray Ham-
the last of the big three contests. If the Vikings would have lost out along the way, the
cage, a good coach and a new team. If the Vikings were to have won all, the feeling that the
Viking material was high class at the start of the season. Take nothing
avay, from Ray, though, because he steered the team through some
tough times and they were all the talking points. And we’ve watched
for a job well done. Ray’s fine coaching the idea that the Law-
rence coaching staff is the best in this league and quite a few other
school’s. Bernie brought home the football, bacon, and Art
caged his team to the state title and a third in the Midwest
meet. Bernie’s golfers also annexed the midwest gulf and the state golf crown and his wrestling team came away
from the conference meet with a third. Add Elsman’s swimmers took
the conference swimming title and Paul Martin, now of Uncle Sam’s
forces steered his tennis team to a second in the conference meet
and a stale title. This has been the greatest athletic year in Lawrence
history.

In the first battle of its kind on the campus, the Relays will meet
the Football title won last fall. St. Norbert meanwhile has been up
in all but 8 points of the St. Norbert season on the Vike hardcourt. But in the
first Vike game, they assorted for all but 5 points of the St. Norbert
total and can be expected to do just
.

Miller led 3 points in the first
game and Fieweger led 2 points in the second, but the
total points were 14 and 8. With
Crossett playing the swell ball handling and
crosses off the bench.

Crossett and Druska, who have done practically all the
"fan service". Druska and Van Sistine
were the mainstay of the next Vike
season on the Vike hardcourt. But in the
the conference meet with a third. Add Elsman’s swimmers took
the conference swimming title and Paul Martin, now of Uncle Sam’s
forces steered his tennis team to a second in the conference meet
and a stale title. This has been the greatest athletic year in Lawrence
history.

independently the matches, and if any of the other fraternities want to arrange another
we get to touch with Harvey or Beatty and they will
arrange to get the officials and everything else. Maybe we can ar-
range a round robin meets and get a fraternities wrestling champ-
ship before the big call comes.

Big Bill Crousset who was past few years has been worrying about
how his football helmet and his basketball sweat shirt has
made him have his hair falling hair. See Bill for particulars.

Lawrence Team Wins First Encounter; Play Last Home Cage Game

The Vikings take on St. Norbert in a return game this Saturday night. But the game
that may be tough or easy depends on the crowd. None of the Vikings are in when they take
the floor. The Green Nights all depend upon the frame of mind
lawrence, Harvey, and Bateman had

Mike leads 3 points in the first
game and Fieweger led 2 points in the second, but the
total points were 14 and 8. With
Crossett playing the swell ball handling and
crosses off the bench.

Crossett and Druska, who have done practically all the
"fan service". Druska and Van Sistine
were the mainstay of the next Vike
season on the Vike hardcourt. But in the

--WHY'S ABOUT IT--

Final game & Wachter's

The Vikings beat the Vikes out of the midwest conference track and field championships, and Paul Martin, now of Uncle Sam's
forces steered his tennis team to a second in the conference meet
and a stale title. This has been the greatest athletic year in Lawrence
history.

In the first battle of its kind on the campus, the Relays will meet
the Football title won last fall. St. Norbert meanwhile has been up
in all but 8 points of the St. Norbert season on the Vike hardcourt. But in the
first Vike game, they assorted for all but 5 points of the St. Norbert
total and can be expected to do just

Miller led 3 points in the first
game and Fieweger led 2 points in the second, but the

total points were 14 and 8. With
Crossett playing the swell ball handling and

crosses off the bench.

Crossett and Druska, who have done practically all the
"fan service". Druska and Van Sistine
were the mainstay of the next Vike
season on the Vike hardcourt. But in the


Midwest Wrestling

Cornell dominates

Cornell University's wrestling team again dominated
Midwest conference wrestling as
well as at much of the nation-
turn. The Purple has held the con-
ference title ever since league athletic
directorship has been established, and there is no one to dispute
claims this year. No conference meets have as yet been held
and there may be none at all, but in the meantime Cornell is active
forming many a university team around.

Donate Blood

APPLETON BOTTLES STARTS TODAY

"FLOWERS AND A COCA-COLA
JUST LIKE EVERYDAY"

-BOther under authority of the COCA-COLA company by
COCA-COLA Bottling Company
Girls: Here's a Safe Way to Let The Boys Down
In their youth, many Lawrentians were avid fans of the Singing Lads, whose favorite take moments—conceived of course—happened to hang out the window in his earnest hero could climb down to the ground to safety, while an angry crowd pounded on the door. Modern girls faced with the same predicament in their cans provided and start to dig around in your copious drawer space to find that last pair of pre-war stockings which you were saving, even and all, as a storehouse of Palmer days. Then burst the ball and put them in the ease provided and start to dream about the handsome squire coming from the field to gently, gracefully, tenderly pluck them for you. My only worry is, what if the lawn things get a run.

Mortar Board Holds Party for Smartest Girls
Mortar Board entertained the members of each class at dinner Wednesday evening at Sage. Miss Howard Tryeyer addressed the group on "Teaching as a Profession for Women.

The girls ranked highest scholarship brutally in the 
order were Claire Campbell, Dorothy Parents, 
Elizabeth Hartley, and Myra Kellogg. 
Lillian Bowker, Marjorie Giler, Betty 
Ross, Dorothy Vills, Phoebe 
Jean Burke, Morna Crow, Betty 
Kinder, Charlotte Mix, and Dorothy 
Ruby. Frankie, Barbara 
Barber, Virginia Berghardt, Eustace 
Mrs. Napier, Marjorie Olson, Betsy Ross, 
Jeanne Foote, Charlotte Graf. Pol-

Science Section to Hold Meeting Tonight
The 106th meeting of the Science section will be held in Science hall at 5 p.m. tonight. The speaker of the evening will be Dr. Robert J. Meyers of the Resinous Products and Chemical company of Philadelphia. The subject of his talk will be "Synthetic Resins: Ion-Exchange of Water." All students are welcome.

Greek Sports
BY RICHARD GRAHAM
The Phi Delta had an easy time 
beating the Independents who 
definitely missed their star guard, Bob Kartalos.

This week's schedule will feature battles for second place between the Betas and the Delta, and the independents who have yet to play the ball they are capable of. This game may prove to be one of the best of the season, with the big ego chance for the Betas to prove they are capable of winning a championship versus the independents. The Delta will still hold all out for revenge when they face the Phi Tau, who may not earn first 

The Delts are ready for another tough game. The Delts will be on first place last week when 

The Phi Delts-Sig Ep game is in a tossup. The Delts are capable of the non-fraternity boys in the three 

Enrollment Drops 12% at Semester
The Registrar's office has reported that there are 12 fewer men and 292 women enrolled in the college; this makes a total of 251 men and 292 women. Some students who are candidates for the M. A. degrees in education.

Life in the WAAC

Some questions and answers of interest to every patriotic college woman

The drilling sounds so strenuous—!

Surely! The most beautiful women in America today use the girls in khaki! Some activities are vital to general good health, discipline and tuned-up refire. After a few weeks at Fort Des Moines, Daytona Beach or the new Fort Oglethorpe training center you'll feel better than ever in your life.

Maybe I wouldn't like the work?

People are happy doing what they do well. Every effort is made to place you where your service will count most toward final Victory. You may have some latent talent that will fill a particular need for work interesting and new to women—such as repairing the famous secret bombsight, operating the fascinating new electronic devices—or driving an Army jeep over foreign terrain.

Then have a chance to learn something new?

Yes, indeed. And the list of WAAC duties grows constantly, training and experience you get in the WAAC may equip you for many stimulating new careers opening up for women.

What are my chances of promotion?

Excellent. The Corps is expanding rapidly and needs new officers, both commissioned and noncommissioned. Those who join now have the best chances. All new officers now come up through the ranks. If qualified, you may obtain a commission in 12 weeks after beginning basic training.

What is the age range and other requirements?

Very simple. You may join if you are a U. S. citizen, aged 21 to 44, inclusive, at least 5 feet tall and not over 6 feet, good health, regardless of race, color or creed. But the Army needs you now—don't delay. Total War won't wait!

Linguists needed. If you speak and write Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, French, German or Italian, see your local Army recruiting officer now! You are needed for interpreting, cryptography, communications.

Women's Army Auxiliary Corps

Enrollment Drops 12% at Semester